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A RELATION BETWEEN TRANSFINITEINI）UCTION  
AND MATⅡEMATICAIJINDUCTIONIN  
EIJEnmNTARY NUMBER THEORY  
By  
Kokio SHIRAl  
Introduction．  
The purpose of this paperis to clarify a relation whichexists between trans－  
iiniteinduction deducedin elementary numbertheory and a kindof complexity of  
theinduction formulas usedinits derivation．Our resultis stated as follows：  
プ、汀川旦／亨ノ血）わJ‘／／′√、血〃坤／√＝／町・川血J‘／／J〃／肌／汁γ／ぐ∫ゴ仙川（り′．＝√、〝〃わ【・・♪ハ〃、r′（／高  
βJβ〃官ピグ血フツ乃Z‘刑わβγ抽βαり・β7め毎～加〝5β／げ∽α班α〝‡α子吉（丁αJZ7Z血cgわ柁ぶ払・加sβ吉和血ビー  
ル川ノンげ〃／J／／√Jご カ州・′／／肌〃ざ／〃岬一川研げ∫，山／／∫JJ∫／′′ゆ〃ざぶ沌／（一J〃／け川・Ⅵ／化川へ／汀正行  
ナナ托／J化、／涙＝ゆ山川，3〝〃√J〟k・加・√〃■イ最√′／ブ川JJ血J■ざ川舟小／加 〃針一√t／‾／血ざ√ノ”“′／ん〝－  
77Zαg言cαJ吉和血cgわクエざ，乙〃如才′♂ 班焔紬血清㈹吊れねd切払由㌧耶ノ混血肌∵叫＝0，叫＝1，仇＝仙  
etc．；ingeneml，（l）bl＝WWレ（Main Theorem）．   
Theimpossibility ofprovlng tranSfiniteinduction up to the ordinalnumberミリ  
inelementary number theoryisinferredindirectly from G6del’s secondincomple，  
tenesstheorem（［5］）and Gentzen’sconsistency proof of elementary number theory  
（［2］）．Gentzen［4］gaveadirectproofforthenonprovabilityoftrans丘niteinduction  
upto∈oinelementarynumbertheory，andfurther heremarked the fact that tl・anS一  
finiteinduction up to（dい3and higher ordinalnumbers cannotbeprovedinelemen－  
tary numbertheoryonlybythe use ofinductionformulashavingatmostリloglCal  
SymboIs．   
Mints［7］gaveanexactresultbyintroducingtheconcept‘quanti鮎rcomplexity’  
asameasure of the complexity of formulas，instead ofthe‘number oflogicalsym－  
boIs，．His resultisexpressible as follows：Trans丘niteinduction up to 恥ナB and  
higherordinalnumbers（Or anyOrdinalnumber below仇→8）is not（Oris）provable  
in elementary number theory only by the use ofinduction formulas which are at  
mostofquantifier complexityン．His prooffor the nonprovabilityis basedon the  
fol10Wing facts：   
1．The consistency of the system R”Whichis an extension of primitive re－  
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CurSive arithmetic by adding the schemaof recursionsonordinalnumberslessthan  
（t）シ3，is unprovable only by the use ofinduction formulas which are at most of  
quantifier complexityン．  
2．The consistency of R＞isprovableinthesystemwhichal．isesfromprimitive  
recursive arithmetic by adding the principle of trans丘niteinduction up to wパaS  
aXlOmS．   
In the proof of the former he used G6del’s secondincompleteness theorem for  
the systern凡．In this sense his proofisindirect．  
Our proof presented belowis direct one，becauseitis a modification of the  
procedure of proofin Gentzen［4］．Moreover，We Cangive a proof of Mints’result  
bymeansofaproceduresimilal－tOthat usedinourproof（Cf．§7）．But，aS a meaSure  
Of the colnPlexity of formulas，We adopt thenumberofquantinersinsteadofMints’  
quanti丘er complexity，because we want to make our proof of MainTheor’em mOre  
Simple．  
The greater part of technicalterms and conventionsare adopted from English  
translation［8］of the brilliant works of G．Gentzenincluding［1］，［2］，［3］and［A＝］・  
The auth（〕1・WOuldlike to express his hearty gratitude to Prof．Sh6jiMaehara  
who dil・eCted his attention to this problem，a1lowed him to make use of several  
unpublished results，and encouraged him with many valuable advices dul．ing the  
PreParation of this paper．  
§1．Formalsystem and Main Theorem．  
1．1．Formalsystem．   
By Gentzen’s resultin［4」itis su鯖cient for our purpose to employ a formal  
system of elementaryordinalnumber theory whoseindividualdomainis restricted  
within the set of allordinalnumbers below三。．工n this paper，We Shalldealwith  
the following formalsystem forelementary theory of ordinalnumbers，Whichis a  
slight modi6cation ofthesystemintroduced byGentzenin［4］・   
1．11．Terms and formulas．Asp7imitiue gmboIs we shalladopt the fo1lowing：  
Theindividualconstant：0．   
The function constants：α＋／∋，（r・i3，（I，rT，jbl（α，√∋，フ・），fu2（（r，L∋，r），・・・  
The predicate constants：α＝Lヨ，‘r＜′∋，（r≦／3，…  
The predicate variable：e（a）・  
Thelettersrr，J∋and7・indicate theargurnent places・   
TwofunctionsftLl，fu3arethosedefinedin［4］．An arbitl・al‾y number of function  
constantsand predicate constants other than those stated explicitlyin the above  
rnayoccur；butwe requirethatthosefunctionsand predicatesarellOtOnlyde丘ned   
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in the ordinalnumbers below＝。but also decidabかdd言ned．  
By using those primitive symboIs，temS andjbmulas are de丘ned as usual．  
Allde丘nite ordinalnurnbers below e．，Can be representeduniquely as a kind of  
terms，Called numericaltemlS，in the fo1lowlng Way：   
Theindividualconstant Ois aliumericaltem．IfαandβarenumericalieYmS  
and′∋is of the form w声10r（りβ1＋・・・andi31is not greater thanα，then（〃Lr＋βis a  
7Z〟〝Zgγ∠cαJねγ〃～．   
In the followlng，We Simply callthe numer・icalterms oYdi7Wlmimbers．   
1．12．The concept of‘sequent’is defined asin［4］．  
A formulais said to beprime whenit contains neitherlogicalsymboIsnorthe  
predicate variableど．If a prime formula contains no free variables，then we can  
determine whetherit represents a true or a false proposition on the basis of the  
decidabledefinitionof functionsand predicatesconcerned．Suppose thatitis known  
Of each formulain the antecedent and the succedent of a sequent without free  
Variables whetheritis true or false．Then the sequentis said tobe‘true’if there  
exists a true formulain the succedent or a false formulain the antecedent．In  
every other case the sequentis said to be‘jおIse’．   
1．13．As‘basicsequents’we shalladmit‘basiclogicalse〔1uentS’，‘basicequality  
Se〔1uentS’and‘basic mathematicalsequelltS’．A basicl唯一icalseqlientis a sequent  
of the forlll  
上〕－→β，   
Whcl・eDisan art〕itral・y formula．Ab（ZSi（・（｝qu（Zli！y s（IqZEC）Llis a sc（1uellt Of thc form  
ぶ＝g，ど（ぶ）－－ど（g）   
Where s and t are arbitrary terms．A basicm〝thematic（llsequentis asequent con－  
Sisting of prime forrnulas which becomes true sequent with every arbitl－ary Sub－  
Stitution of ordinalnumbers fol・pOSSible occurr・enCeS Of free variables．   
1．14．As‘わちfbrenceJigures’we shalluse the same ones asin［4］except those  
Of theimplication‘⊃’and GJ－inference figures．As schemata forintroduction of  
⊃in antecedent andintroduction of ⊃in succedent we sha11use ⊃－1A and ⊃－1S  
in Gentzen［1］．  
The schema fol・U－infel・enCe丘guresl・unS：  
Jl→軌ダ（0）αく叫ダ（（れJ’→軋ダ（〝＋1）  
～く叫／「－す何，ダ（′）  ’   
Where the eigenval’iable alnuSt nOt OCCul・in thelower sequent．The formula des－  
ignated byF（a）iscalledtheinductim｝乙jbnllula of theGI－inference丘gure concerned  
and the formula designated by F（t）is called theprinc如Ijbmml仇   
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1．15．By using the basic sequentsandtheinferencefigurestheconcept of the  
‘blJOqfjigure，isde丘nedasusual．It should be noted that we only refer to proof  
負guresin tree formin thefollowing・A sequentSis said tobep7Wableif there  
exists a proof丘gure whoselowermost sequentis S・  
1．2．Main Theorem．  
We use a notation仇Of ordinalnumbel－S，aSin［4］，in thefollowing meaning：  
（D。＝0，（E，1＝l，軌＝W etC．；in general仇．1＝仙uシ．  
By using this ordinalnotation and theformalsystem，Our reSultis cxl〕reSSil〕le  
as tlle followlng  
MAIN THEOREM．Letαbe an ordinalnumber，and p a non－nqgatiueintqger・  
mβナ官〟乙βざ叩〝e児才，紺ゐゴcゐβ頑作ぶSβぶg加即αJ豆d砂げ才加わⅦ佗び雅言ねわ3血c血相Zゆわ（r，  




2．0．In this section we shallintroducc the concept‘Trderiuatiun’，Whichis a  
Slight modification of‘TJ－derivation’in［4］．  
2．1．We beginl〕y formulating a schema forinfel・enCefigureswhichmean the  
Validitv of the prog■reSSiveness ofと∴ The schema has the form  
〟＜f，ノ1→軋ど（α）  
r→軌ど（才）’   
Where tis an arbitrary term and ais a free variable not occurringin thelower  
Sequent．Theinferencefigures according to the schema are called‘Trinference  
負gures’，though they differ from those usedin［4］．The free varial〕le ais called  
the eigenvariable of the771inferencefigure，and theformula designated byど（t）is  
Called the prlnCipalformula．  
Next we admit the 771inference 丘guresinto our formalism．The extended  
formalproofs obtained by adding thoseinference丘guresarecalled‘7羊derivations’．  
A sequent Sis said to be77－derivableif there exists a Trderivationwhoselowel・－  
most sequentis S．  
REMARK：In the following of this paper，We Simply callthe Trderivations  
del加ations and we use a term‘deriuable’in the following meaning：‘T71derivable’．  
Henceit should be noted that‘proof丘gure’and‘derivation’（‘provable，and‘deriva－  
ble’）are used to have difEerent meanings．   
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2．2．Suppose that we have proved the following  
PROPOSIT10：ヾ1．：・1sequeTlt r→t）is（leJ・il）able onかby the use qf GJ・i？癖7／enCe  
ノ山肌一・ヾ′さ、んバeIわム〔／仙、〟吊り旬日ノ＝／〔′∫カ〝J・＝γ＝ノ…／／ノ仲川／た帝り・∫吏／′川〔J刷小げ仙フざ（，叩川J  
∀〟［∀∬（∬＜y⊃どし訂））⊃ど（〃）］，†－→㊥   
Zざ♪7り〃αわJβ〝7め′如才加7J5βq／才／わぶβCJ」簸ねγβチZCβ鬼祝7竹ぶ．  
Then，by using Propositionl，Our main theoremis reformedin the following  
Vel■SlOn：  
ムノ／＝／椚′′′＝げJ〃′√′／ノ＝ノ77ん√汀，（′ブJごJ．′＝／ノ～州－〃叫里′／加／ブ山畳（り・．川川／加 ∫亡W′…／  
→ど（α）言方dβγよ〃αわね0紹匂ゎど加祝ぶβ（げqJZ現ゎ柁花Cββg鋸柁∫抑ゐ∂ぶβf乃血cfわ乃力押ヱ〟gαざ  
haue atmosIp quantifiersifandonb，Uαisless than（u。？2（A reformed version  
Of MainTheorem）．  
Hencein ol・der to prove MainTheoremitsu疏cestoshowthereformedversion．  
2．3．PROOF OF PROPOSITIONl．  
The‘if’partis obvious，because the sequent  
→∀γ［∀∬（∬く〝⊃ど（∬））⊃ど（め］  
is derivable without Uin the fo1lowing way：  






→∀訂［∀∬（ガ・くγ⊃ど（∬））⊃ど（y）］   
Where a and b are distinct free variables．   
Nextwe shallglVea prOOfofthe‘onlyif’part．Let beglVen aderivation of  
the sequent r→6）where alltheinduction formulas have at most p quantiAers．  
SupposethatthereoccursnoTJ－inferencefiguresinthederivation．Thenthesequent  
r→βis provable onlyby the useof GJ－inference短ures whoseinductionformulas  
haveatmostpquanti丘ers．Hence our assertion clearly holds．Thuswemayassume  
that there occurs a T71inference figurein the given derivation．Then between the  
uppel’and thelower sequent of each T71inference丘gure－Which has the form  
α＜∫，』→ノ1，ど（α）  
」一十．√J，ど（g）   
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possibly several  
interchanges  
And the new formula∀y［∀x（∬＜y⊃e（x））⊃ど（y）］is written down as thelast an－  
tecedent formula of eachindividualsequentin the derivationalPath（Cf．1．50f［3］）  
1eading from thelower sequent of the771inference丘gure to the endsequent．We  
may use someinterchanges and contractions，if necessary，in orderto turn the r昌一  
Sult of the above treatmentinto correct proof丘gure．Now the endsequentis  
r，∀甘［∀∬（∬くy⊃ど（∬））⊃ど（y）］→抄．   
Thus we may obtain a proof魚gure of the sequent  
∀y［∀∬（∬＜γ⊃ど（∬））⊃ど（甘）］，J’→㊥，   
Where alltheinduction formulas have at most p quantifiers・  
§3．Derivability of trans丘れiteimduction up to ordinalnumber below（L，，．・2・  
3．0．In this section we sha11prove the‘if’part of the reformed version of  
Main Theorem，Whichis stated as  
THEOREMl・エβ才pみβαタZ〝チ喜一明卯血相玩極卿′，の寝（Y仇叩√椚抽∽J椚抑妨げム既  
gゐα乃叫＋3．mβ才才子加ざ叩脚3g →ど（α）f5d♂γねα∂Jβク招かわ・才加z‘∫βげひわら葎7倒乙Ce  
励柁∫相加ぶβ云乃血c如花々和之〝Jαざゐαぴβαオナ乃0ざ才β留ZJα和才ぴβγざ．  
3．1．For the sake of proof of Theoreml，We Sha11introduce for every L）≧O  
the relations：a formulaisIIレ（Or Eレ），  
3．11．For every naturalnumber L），aformulais said to be仇（Orllレ）ifitis  
equivalenttoaprenexformulaQIXl・・・a晶β（xl，・‥，Xシ）withいquanti丘ers QIXl，・・・，QレXリ  
Where Fisquantifier－free and no twoadjacent quant摘ersareof thesamekindand  
the丘rst quanti丘eris universal（Or eXistential）．A formulais said to beIT。andエ’。  
ifitisequivalent to a quantifier－free formula．  
3．12．The followlng PrOperties are proved：   
（1）If a formulais仇or E”thenitisIID∴1；   
（2）Ifa formula AisII”then rAis蓑；   
（3）Uaformula A（a）isII”SOis∀xA（x）forリ≧1；   
（4）Ifboth formulas A and Bare Eン，SOis A＞B；   
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（5）If both formulas A and B areIIレ，SOis A＞B．  
The proof of the properties（4）and（5）is carriedout by asimultaneousinduc－  
tiol10nリ．In the proofs of（3）and（5），We Shalluse the fact：From agiven for－  
mula containing successive quant泊ers of the same kind（existentialor universal），  
We Can Obtain the formula equlValent to the glVen One by condenslng the succes－  
Sive quantifiersinto one such quantifier．  
This fact follows froln the existence of a pair of calculable unary functions 
uland 仇 SuCh that any formula of the form ∀x∀yF（x，y）（Or ∀xヨyF（x，y））is  
equivalent to ∀zF（ul（z），g2（z））（Or］zF（gl（z）．酌（Z））），Where gland g2 mean unary  
function symboIs which correspond to calculable functions gland g2reSPeCtively，  
For example，the existence of such a palr Of functionsis proved as follows：  
Let g be the function obtained from G6del’s orderisomorphism P（Cf．7．90f  
Gddel［6］）by the restrictionof the domainover e。×∈。．Thengis calculableisomor－  
phismfl・Omこ。×三。OntO三。．Let gland g2be theinverse functions of g which satisfy  
the relations：  
打－（Ⅳ（α，β））＝α，仇（〝（（Y，封）＝ノラ and Ⅳ（葺1（α），Ⅳ2（α））＝α・   
Then（／．and仇are Calculable and the pairis one of thedesired pail・S．  
3．13．We abbl－iviate∀x（tr≦a⊃F（．r））by F＊（a）asin［4］and also abbriviate  
∀LI：（F＊（：‡：）⊃F＊（．上：＋wa））by F′（a）．Then the fo1lowing propertyis proved：   
（6）Fol‘any naturalnumberレand for any ternュt，if F（t）is／ノレ，then F′（i）is  
／／トト  
The pl・OPertyis proved by using（1ト（5）in the following way：  
From the hypothesisit follows thatン≧1and Fis！［b．Hence by using（3）it  
follows that F＊is］［＞．Hence from（2）it follows that rF＊（a）is上’レ．Henceit  
follows from（1）that －1F＊（a）isII汗1．On the other hand，it follows from the hy－  
POthesis that F（a＋w（）is also［I＞．Henceit follows from（3）thatF＊（a＋al（）is丑吊．  
Henceit follows from（5）and above two facts that rF＊（a）VF半（a＋wt）isIIレ＋1．  
Hence，by（3）we have that∀x（rF＊（x）VF＊（ぷ＋wL））isI［L”王．But，F／（t）isequivalent  
to the formula．Hence we can conclude that F′（t）is Hy．1．  
As a corollary of the property（6）we have the property（7）．  
eisIIl，ど′isII2，e′′isI［註andin generalど（りisIIレ．1．  
3．2．Forconvenience’s sake，We Shalluse a notation（けレ（cr）for everynon－nega－  
tiveintegerンand ordinalnumberα，Whichis de丘nedrecursively as follows：w。（α）  
is n・；仇【1（α）is甜㌔（α）  
3．21．In order to prove Theorernl，it su丘ices to prove the fact：  
Let m be a formalnaturalnumber．Then，the sequent →ど（wp（m））is deriva－  
ble only by the use of CJ・inference figureswhoseinductionformulas have at most   
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pquanti丘ers．   
But，from the property（7），it follows that e（FL）isH恒1・Hence e（lL）－is also  
IIp＝・1・Hence8（伊isequlValenttoaformula withFl＋1quantifiers・Thusin order  
to prove the above factit su頗．ces to show the fact：  
Let m be a formalnaturalnumber．Then，We Can COnStruCt a derivation of  
thesequent r＞ど（wp（m））whereeachinduction formulais of theformど（研for  
SOme〃＜β．   
It remains forustostateaprocedure for theconstruction of such a derivation・   
3．22．The procedureiseasily obtained by a slightmodi丘cation fromthe Gen－  
tzen’s procedure for the systematicconstruction of Trderivation up to（リンi．e．，7ツー  
derivation of the sequent C（0）→8（仇）．He gaveitin§20f［4］，by a mathematical  
induction on L，．  
3．221．Basis：In his construction a了羊derivation up to O consists of the only  
One Sequentど（0）＋ど（0）．  
On the contrary，We Sha11give a derivation of the sequent →ど（m），without  
CJin the following way；   
Let FL be a naturalnumber，m the formalone corresponding to′L・Andlet a。，  
al，…，aP bedistinct FL＋1free variables．Then we see thatthe followlng diagram  
is a desired derivation  
α0＜α1，α1＜α2，‥・，α′巨ユ＜α′りα′上＜〃′‡→  
α。＜勘，α1＜α2，…，α′卜1＜α′りα′‘＜椚→ど  
α1＜α2，…，α〃－1＜α′りα〃＜椚→ど（α1）  〃＋17r  
inference  




3．222．Induction step：Gentzen replaces，in a given Tilderivation up to眺，  
each occurrence of arbitrary expressionof the form8（u）bye′（u）．Next above the  
resulting sequent obtained from a TJlupper sequent by the replacement he writes  
aderivation of the resulting sequentthat contains onlyone Uwithinduction for－  
mula of the form e＊．Hence he has a derivation of the sequent C′（0）→C′（仇）．  
From this derivation he constructs a T71derivation up to仇Tlby supplying some  
diagrams which contain no CUI   
Suppose that aderivation of the sequent －す8（叫（m））isgivensuch that each  
induction formula occurringinitis of the formど（P膵for some′E＜ン．Then by  
taking the similar procedure we may easily construct a derivation of the secluent 
→C（wy．十1（m）），inwhich eachinductionformulais of theform e（′L）＊（J∠＜L）＋l），from  
theglVen derivation，   
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Wereplaceinthegivenderivationeachど（u）byど′（u）．Thenevery T7rinference  
丘gure has the form  
α＜オ，r→軌ど′（α）  
Jl→軌ど′（f）  
Then we replaceit by the following  
〟＜才，√’→軌ど′（α）  
r→軌α＜才つど′（α）  
Jl→軌∀y［甘＜f⊃ど′（y）］ ∀甘［y＜才つど′（甘）］→ど′（才）  
ノ「→軌ど′（≠）  
and abovetherightuppersequent∀y［y＜t⊃C／（y）］→ど′（t）ofthe new cut we write  
the derivation of the sequent whichis obtained from the derivation of the corres－  
POnding sequent，S亡atedin2．220f［4］，by using771inference丘guresinstead of Tr－  
upper sequents．Thus we have aderivation of the sequent  →ど′（叫（m））．From  
that derivation，aS Statedin［4〕，We Can COnStruCt a derivation of the sequent  
→ど（仇＋1（m））without adding new GJ．   
In order to see that the constructed derivationis a desired one，it su尻ces to  
Show thatin the derivation of the sequent ・→ど′（（L）u（m））eachinduction formula  
isofthe formど（′リ＊for［L＜リ＋1．By the replacement ofどbyど′，C（P）changes  
intoど（FL▼ユ）．Hence eachinduction formulaof the formど（／L）＊in the given deriva－  
tion changesinto aninduction formula of the form e（／’十1）＊（FL＜レ）．Allinduction  
formulas that are newly added are of the formど＊．Hence eachinduction formula  
in the derivation of the sequent  →ど′（仇（m））is ofthe form8（P）＊for FL＜ン＋1．  
Thus we can construct a desired one．This concludes the proof of Theoreml．  
§4．Underivability of transfiniteinduction up to wp十望arLd  
higher ordinalmⅥmber．  
4．0．In this section we shallgive a proof of the‘onlyif’part of the reform－  
ed version of Main Theorem（2．2）：   
Letαbe an ordinalnumber，and p a non－negativeinteger・If the sequent  
→ど（α）is derivable onlybythe useofCJlinference缶gureswhoseinductionformulas  
haveat most pquanti丘ers，thenαisless tha・n a，p＋2・   
4．1．Aderivationiscalledap－derivationifitconsists ofprenexformulas with  
at most pquantiaers（p≧0）・0－derivationisaquanti点er・freederivation．  
Suppose that we have proved the following  
PROPOSITION2．エβ‖7→ヱ∂βα曾〟α乃玖伽γイねg5gヴ〟β乃才．ゲ班βざβす〟β乃オブ∫dgγねα－   
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仙＝血ン吋／如才／ざぐ′ゾ‾C／一項ル肌・抽て・ノiぐ〝′■（～ゴアr≠バ√、／肌J～什／∠′川ノh■ノ”ノ品／ヾ血／廿√丁／ブノ冊／  
．り叩（／′由子汀∫，〃ね′J／加〃√混ざ／∫‘′／い‘／け血′〟刷・イ仙＝叩〃リムJ／ト・上、・   
Then，in order to prove the‘onlyif，part of the reformed version of Main  
Theorem，it su魚ces to show  
THEOREM2．エβg〔Yみβα乃の戒乃αJ乃7メタ乃わβγ，〟クZrg〟αタZ〃タヱづZ脚励βわ2fq即プ′．灯用♂rど 1  
g∬fsJs〝〝－（ねγねα血相げ才力βS叩〟即Zf →ど（什），班ピグヱ√r Z∫Jど∫SJ加乃叫2・  
4．2．PROOF OF PROPOSITION2．  
Proposition2follows from the followlng tWOlemmas：  





正止†叫、．巾りJ招／〝ご汀∴仙√丁／〃冊／†一仲川／小′代 〃′州／仙●‥一心∫／ヾ〃．り・（J什／Ⅳ／／州「リー／〟・一  
ざgす〟β邦吉．  
4．21．PROOF OF LEMMAl．  
Gentzen’s Hauptsatz（Cf．［1］）plays animportantroleinthis proof．  
LetIT→Sbeaquanti丘er－freesequentandletbeglVenader’ivationof thesequent  
in which everyinduction formula has at mostp quanti丘ers・  
4．211．Here we recallthat aL舟derivationin［1］is aderivationwhichis de一  
缶ned onlyby uslng basicloglCalsequents，StruCturalinference丘gures and opera－  
tional（PrOpOSitionaland predicate）inference丘gures・  
The followlng facts are easily seen：   
（1）A sequent  
才＜叫J「，g＜α⊃［ダ（0）⊃i∀∬（∬＜仙⊃（ダ（∬）⊃ダしだ＋1）））⊃F（J）〉］  
→軌ダ（オ）   
isprovablein the predicate calculus from both sequents  
r→軌ダ（0）and α＜叫ダ（α），J－→軌ダ（α＋1）  
for each free variable a notin r，＠andF（t）．   
（2）A sequent  
r，∀∬（∬＜才つど（∬））⊃ど（f）→軌ど（才）  
isprovablein thepredicate calculusfrom a sequent a＜t，r→＠，8（a）foreachfree  
Variable a notin r，βandど（t）．   
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Contemporarily，a formulais called a chalTICteristicfbYmulaifitis a closed  
formula of the form∀31‥・∀xuM（xl，・‥，Xレ）such that with a substitution of some  
tel・mS for distinct free variables al，・・・，ayin M（a，，・”，a，）the resulting formulais  
One Of these：（i）a provable formulain the propositionalcalculus from basic ma－  
thematicalsequents or basic equality sequents；（ii）a formuia of the form  
g＜α⊃［ダ（0）⊃世巾＜仙⊃（ダ（∬）⊃ダ（こぢ十1）））⊃ダ（g））］  
Where Fhasat most pquantifiers；（iii）aformula of the form  
∀∬（∬＜才つど（ぷ））⊃ど（才）．  
Then，by（1）and（2），from thegiven derivation of the sequentII→E we can  
COnStruCt a LKJderivation of a sequentIl。，II→三1for some sequence r。Of charac－  
teristic formulas．Hence，by making use of Gentzen’sHauptsatzforL互」derivations，  
We Shallhave a LKderivation of the same endsequent，in which no cuts occur．  
4．212．Let be given a cut－freeLKderivation of r。，〟→S．Now from the cut－  
free LK－derivation we shallconstruct a derivation ofIr＋ご which consists of for－  
mulas containlng at mOSt p quantはers．   
A Cr・inference負gure（Or Cut）is ca11ed a CJwith rank p（Or Cut With nnk p）  
ifitsinduction formula（Or Cut formula）hasat most pquantiaers・  
Suppose that we have proved the following  
LEMMA3．LetA be a characteristicjb押乃ula．LfasequentA，r→¢isdel勿able  
′二り小一吋〟元町C直〟JJ（J亡・／由〃ゾ相打描た〝，ノか九，∫〃J∫Jし－軋   
Clearly the sequent r。，II→EisderivableonlybyusingGIgandcutswithrank  
p．Hence，byusingLemma3repeatedly，WeShallobtainaderivation ofthesequent  
II→E which contains only C7band cuts with rank p．   
We note that the following su的Ymulapr坤e咋γholds for derivations：   
In a derivation，eVery derivationalformulais a subformula of one of these；  
formulaintheendsequent，aCutformula，aformulain uppersequents of a C7’which  
is designated explicitly byF（0），a＜a，，F（a）orF（a＋1）in the schema（1・14），Ora  
formulain the upper sequent of a TT whichis designated explicitly by a＜t or  
ど（a）in the schema（2・1）・   
Hence，by the subformulaproperty wesee that thederivation（Obtainedabove）  
consists of formulas with at most p quanti丘ers．Hence we have aderivation of  
H→5which consists of formulas with at most p quanti丘ers．  
4．213．PROOF OF LEMMA3．Let∀xl・・・∀xpM（xl，・・・，孔）be acharacteristic for－  
mula，andMaresulting formulaofsubstitution ofarbitrarytermsin M（al，…，aP）・  
In order to prove thelemmait su缶ces to showthe followlng aSSertion：   
IfM，I7→∂isderivable onlyby using GIs and cuts with rank p，SOisJ「→＠・   
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SupposethatMhasat most pquantifiers・Then，Since the sequent 一十Mis  
derivableonlybyusingC乃withrankp（butwithout use ofanycut），We Can eaSily  
Show theassertion・Hencewe mayassume thatMhasquantifiersgreater than p・  





Jl→軌A⊃凰ノ1ブぶdβγねα抽07め抄〝ざわ材Cわα乃d cぞJ′s比，如才′α花鳥β，〃励ぶ〟ブぶg加  
ざβ留〟β乃g r，A→軌β，ノⅠ．  
SuBLEMMA3・S明坤OSe that∀xF（x）has quan研ers gナでater than p．Lf－the  
叫神仙＝■、匂，∀J・FいっいJJざ（ム汀両′仙√叫、－／り・／高槻・（こ斥′川r／り／／∫〃ゾ仙丹川ん．り．〟汀Ⅵ  
ざ♂宣s才加5β曾〟β乃オ√’→軌ダ（れ．′J／bγαアひgg〝乃g．   
4・213・1・In order topl・0Ve Sublemmas，We Shallintroduce two auxiliary con－  
CeptS：   
AformulaAin an uppersequent of an arbitraryinference丘gureis called a  
Predecessorof a formula Bin thelower sequentif and onlyif the sequent for－  
mulas A and B areidenticaland correspond to one another according to thein－  
ferencefigure schema（Cf．1．14and2．1）．  
The‘ancestors’of a derivationalformula A are de丘ned recursively as follows：   
（i）The formula Aitselfis an ancestorof A；   
（ii）Ifaderivationalformulais an ancestorof A，then every predecessor of  
the derivationalformulais an ancestor of A．  
4．213．2．The proofs of three sublemmas are easy．For example，Sublemma3  
is proved asfollows：  
Let be given a derivation of the sequent r→0，∀xF（x），A which contains only  
GIsandcutswithrank p・Then，Since∀xF（x）hasquanti鮎rs greater than p，eaCh  
ancestorofthederivationalformula∀xF（x）intheendsequentisneitheraprincipal  
formulaofaGfnor’aPrincipalformulaofa T71inferencefigure・We replace by  
F（t）allancestorsof the derivationalformula∀xF（ガ）．And，if there occurs anin－  
troduction of∀in succedentwhose principalfor・mulaisreplaced byF（t），then we  
Su・bstitute（in the derivationalsection standingabove thelowersequent）the free  
Variable used asits eigenvariable for t．By these treatmentwe obtain a derivation  
Ofthesequentr→6），F（t），AwhichcontainsC7sand cutswith rankponly．  
This completes the proof of Lemma3，and consequentlytheproofofLemmal．   
4・22・PROOF OF LEMMA2．Let begiven a derivation of a quanti丘er－free   
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Sequent Which consistsof formulas with atlnOStpquantiLiers．Now we recallthat  
every formula A with at most pquantifiers has aprenex normalform AO which  
COntains at most p quanti丘ers．Then from the glVen deI・ivation we can obtairla  
p－derivation of the sequentin the followlng Way：  
We firstl・ePlacein the entire given derivation each forlnulaノ1byits prenex  
normalfol－m AO statedin the above．Then a11inferencefigures except operational  
OneS remain corl・ect．The correctness of operationalinference丘guresis destroied  
in general，butitis recovered by supplying some cuts and some derivations con－  
Sisting of prenex formulas with at most p quantiners．For example，SupPOSe that  
there occurs anintroduction of ＜in antecedent of the form  
ご1，√’→∂  
A′へ月，J】’－ナ⇔   
in the glVen derivation．After the replacementit runs：  
A〇，ノ’0→抄0  
（A∧β）0，ノ1ロ→伊”  
whereIlO and OO are the sequences of formulas obtained from r and 6■ by the  
replacement．Then we replaceit by the following cut  
（A∧β）0→AO AO，J’0→¢0  
（A∧β）0，ノY’0→βO  
and above the sequent（A＜B）O→AO we write acut・free derivation of the sequent  
Without GJor打   
Inthiswaywemayobtainap－derivationoftheglVenquantifier－freesequent・  
4．3．PROOF OF THEOREM2．Letαbeanordinalnumber，and p anon－negative  
integer．Let be given ap－derivation of the sequent →ど（tY）・  
Suppose that we have proved the following  




言ぶ♪和〃α独力γざ0∽β♂房吉乃αJ乃〝∽み打フ■Jeざざ摘α才乙叫≡2・   
Then，by applying FundamentalLemma to thegiven p－derivationweknow  
that there exists aproof丘gure of the sequent  
V∬（∬＜7つど（∬））→ど（α）  
forsomeTlessthanw。」2．Intheproof丘gurewereplace8as fo110WS：C（V）is   
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in each case turnedinto L，＜（D／，．2，Whel‾e L，in each case designates the expression  
Standingin the al－gument place ofど．Then allinference 丘gures and allbasic  
SequentSin the prooffigure remain col・reCt．Hence we have a proof丘gure of the  
Sequent  
∀J（∬＜7つ．・r＜川〝月）→什く‘り〝2．  
Ontheotherhand，aSequent a＜フ・→（r＜（，）p2is al〕aSic mathematicalsequent・Hence  
the sequent  →∀x（x＜フつX＜（I）。i望）is provable．Hence we have that the sequent  
→‘t＜叫；2is provable．   
From the provability of the sequent →什く（，｝pL2We Can COnClude the fact that  
√risless than（u。一2by a reductionof absurdity：   
Suppose that（r Were nOtless than（up2．Then the sequent‘ビ＜wpT，・2→ Were a  
basic mathematicalsequent．From the above argumentit fo1lows that the sequent  
→α＜0）p‥5is provable．Hence we could obtain that the empty sequent → Were  
provable・Thisis a contradiction．Henceαisless than叫，2・   
It remains for us to prove FundamentalLemma．We shallcarl・yOut the proof  
bydividingitinto two casesaccordingas p＝00r P≧1・The proof forthecase of  
p＝Ois givenin§5，and that for the case of p≧1in§6・  
§5．Proof of FundamentalLemma for the case of p＝0．  
5・0・In order to prove FundamentalLemmain the case of p＝0，it su伍ces to  
prove Prof．Maehara’s unpublished result：   
Let H→E be a quantiaer－free sequent．If there existsa quantiaer－free deriva－  
tion of H→＝，then the sequent  
∀∬（∬＜点つど（∬）），J7→ご   
is provable for some formalnaturalnumber h．  
5．1．A formulain a sequentis called a negTtlive suWbrlm・da qfthe sequentif  
itis a negative subformula of someformulain thesuccedent or a positive subfor－  
mula of some formulain the antecedent．  
PROPOSi．TlON3．エ融∴〝→ご∂gα ヴ㍑α柁才びβγ二什eβ S呼紹邦子（7ブ2d如ど（gl），…，ど（り  
みg才加乃脚ぬ♂ざgJ的用ヱZJJα∫げ才加ノb円乃どOCC7′‘れ′玩gム咤記．（「α5gす〟β7ヱg  
∀∬（∬＜才つど（∬）），〝→∫，ど（g）   
言∫♪プⅥ即α抽，紘∽封＝七抽＝判明励  
∀∬（∬＜オ⊃ど（諾）），〝→ご，∫くどV5＝才1＞…∨ぶ＝れ．   
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5．11．PROOF OF PROPOSITION3．Let be glVen a PrOOf丘gure of the sequent  
∀：C（J：くt⊃ど（x）），〃→ユ1，ど（S）．We replace，in the entirepi－00f頁gure，eaCh occurrence  
Of arbitrary expression of the formど（L，）byど（u）∧（u＜tVu＝tlV…Vv＝ti）．Itis  
easily seen that allinference短ures，allbasiclogicalsequentsand a11basic mathe－  
maticalsequentsremaincorrect．Theresultingsequentsobtainedfroml〕aSicequality  
SequentS by the replacernent are pl－0Vable，Hence the sequent  
∀如くf⊃（ど（∬）∧（∬＜gV∬＝行∨…∨．〃＝り〉］，ガ  
→三，ど（s）／＼（∫＜～V5＝gl＼ノ…＼ノ∫＝り  
isprovable，Where17and三are sequencesofformulasobtainedfrom〃and上’re－  
SpeCtively by the replacement．The sequent  
∀ごご（∬くg⊃ど（ご†丁））→∀J卓＜～⊃iどい車へ＼（〟くど＼J・〃＝gl、＼ノ…、、ノ・γ＝り〉］  
a11d  
ど（ざ）／＼（Sく才＞ざ＝glV…∨ざ＝り→ざくど、■Js＝オ1V…＼／′s＝′ン   
are also provable．Henceit follows that the sequent  
∀由一くど⊃ど（可），斤→三，∫くgVぶ＝行＼／′…＼／S＝才一  
is provable．  
On the other hand，from the assumptionsit follows that the sequentII→ごis  
quanti丘erイreeandtheformulas8（tl），…，8（tJarethenegativesubformulasofthe  
sequent．Hence，from the de丘nition of the replacernent，itfo1lows thatforeach  
／ヽノ formulaAinIIthe sequent A→Aisprovableand foreach formula Ainユ’the  
へ／ Sequent A→Ais provable・  
Hence the sequent  
∀ぷ（∬く才つど（可），〝→∫，ぶ＜ハ／g＝flV…Vs＝′リ  
is provable．  
5．2．PROOF OF MAEHARA，s RESULT．Let be glVen aquant泊er－free derivation  
of thesequentlI→E andletFLbethetotalnumberof thederivationalsequentsin  
it．ThenbymathematicalinductiononFLWeShallprovetheexistenceofa formal  
naturalnumber k such that the sequent  
∀∬（∬＜烏つど（∬）），〟→ご   
is provable．  
5．21．SupposethatFLisl・Then our assertionis clear，because the sequent  
II－→Eitselfis a basic sequent．  
5．22．Supposethat／Lisgreater thanl・LetIbe thelowerl一ユOStinference  
丘gureintheglVenderivation・Bvthehypothesisoftheinduction・foreachupper   
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Sequent Of Z，the existence of a desired foI・malnatul・alnumber has already been  
PrOVed．We shallshow the existence of such aformalnaturalnumberforthelower  
SequentOfI．  
5．221・Suppose that）is aninference丘gure withoneuppersequentotherthan  
7rinference figures．Then as the desired formalnaturalnumber we may take the  
Same aS that for the upper sequent．  
5.222. Suppose that I is an inference figure with two upper secluents. Then 
as the desired formalnaturalnumber welTlay takethe maximumof the two ones  
for the uppersequents．  
5．223．Suppose that Zis a771inference丘gure．Wemayassumethatthe upper  
Sequent OfIruns a＜t，r→＠，ど（a）．Let klbe the forrnalnaturalnumber for the  
upper sequent．Then by the hypothesis of theinduction the sequent  
∀〟いノ＜九っど（∬）），α＜g，／’→軌ど（〝）   
is pI・0Vable．  
Letど（tl），…，8（tJbe the negative subformulas of the formどOCCurringin  
the sequent a＜t，11→61．We know that the sequent a＜t，r→∂is quantiner－free．  
Hence by applying Proposition3to the provable sequent  
∀∬（∬＜烏1⊃ど（∬）），α＜才，J「→軌ど（α）   
We Can See that the sequent  
∀∬（∬＜ゐ1⊃ど（∬）），α＜オ，r→軌α＜ゐ1Vα＝glV…∨α＝ん  
is provable．Here we recallthat the free variable ais the eigenvariable of Z and  
doesn’t occurin thelower sequent ofIIHence the free variable a does not occur  
in the sequent  
∀ぷ（∬＜ゐ1⊃ど（∬）），r→軌∀∬［∬＜才⊃（∬＜烏1V∬＝才1V‥・＞∬＝り］．   
Hence the sequentis provable．  
On the other hand，it follows that for any terms tl，…，t”t and s the sequent  
∀∬［∬＜才⊃（∬＜ざ＞∬＝才1V…＞∬＝り〕→才＜ぶ＋乃＋1   
isprovable，WhereプIis the formalnaturalnumbercorresponding toリ．   
Hence from the provability of these two sequentsit fol10WS that the sequent  
V∬（∬くゐユ⊃ど（諾）），r→軌才＜ゐ1＋ク′Z＋1   
is provable．Clearly both sequents  
∀∬（∬＜烏1＋紹＋1⊃ど（∬））→∀∬（∬＜烏1⊃ど（∬））  
and   
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∀∬（∬＜ゐ1十紹＋1⊃ど（∬）），g＜点1＋捏＋1→ど（′）   
al‾e prOVable．Hence we can conclude that the sequent  
∀∬（∬＜ゐ1＋邦＋1⊃ど（∬）），ノ’→軌ど（J）   
is provable．Thus as the desired formalnaturalnumber・for thelower sequent of  
Iwe may take one whichis equalto kl＋n＋1．  
§6．Proof of FundamentalLemma for tIle CaSe Of p≧1．  
6．0．In this section，We Shallgive a proofofFundamentalLemmafortlleCaSe  
Of p≧1along similarlines of the proof of Gentzen’s fundamentallemma（‘grund・  
1egendeSatz’）statedin3．lof［4］．FundamentalLemmain the case of p≧1is  





REMARK：The only derivations that we sha11considerin the followll唱are  
7J－derivations consisting of prenex forlnulas，Hence by‘de）・tuatio柁S’we shallmean  
those derivations．   
6．1．Our proof of FundamentalLemmain the case of p≧1consistsof four  
StageS：6．11；6．12；6．13and6．14．FromaneXaCt VerSion of FundamentalLemma  
in the case of p≧1（6．13）alld the estimate of the valuesof p－derivations（6・14），the  
proof of FundamentalLemmain the case of p≧1can be deducedilnmediately・  
6．11．We define‘）Vductio）L StqPs’for arbitrary del・ivatiollS Which satisfy the  
followlng COnditions：   
（i）The endsequentisquantiBer－free and closed；   
（ii）A TJ－inference figure occursinit．  
The precise de丘nition of the reduction steps willbegivenin6．3．Each reduc－  
tion concernS tO a SPeCi丘edinference丘gureinsuch a derivation．According to the  
kinds of the speci丘edinference缶gures，the reductions are dividedinto those：Gr  
reductions；quanti丘er－freecut reductions；PrOpOSitionalreductions；Predicate reduc－  
tions；thefirst criticalreductions and the second criticalreductions．  
When a reduction concel－nS tO aninfel・enCe figurewithone upper sequent（i．eり  
itis one of the reductions：Crreductions，Pl・opositionalreductionsfol・propoSitional  
inference丘gures with one upper sequent，predicatereductionsorthesecondcritical  
reductions），its reduction steptl・anSforms everyderivation satisfying the conditions   
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（i）and（ii）into another derivation with a quantifier－free and closed endsequent．  
Especiallyin the caseofaGI－reduction ora predicatereduction theendsequent of  
the del・ivationis pl・eServedin the process．Andin evel・y o亡hercase theendsequent  
is not pl－eSerVedin the process，buttheendsequent of old derivationis derivable  
fl－Om the newonewithoutuse of T71inference丘gures．   
When a reduction concerns to aninference負gure with two upper sequents  
（i・e・，itis one of the propositionalreductionsforpropositionalinferencefigureswith  
two upper sequents，quanti丘er－free cut reductions or the 丘rst criticalreductions），  
its reduction step transforms aderivationin亡O tWO derivations with quanti丘er－free  
and closed endsequents・From two newly resulting endsequents，the old oneis  
derivable without use of TT－inference缶gures．   
6・12・We ful・thermore correlate anoltlinalnumberwi亡h eachderivation，tOge－  
ther with a rule forits calculation；We Callit the‘vahie，of the derivation．As  
Values only trans丘nite ol・dinalnumbers below三。（bu亡no［equalto O）willbe used．  
Itis then proved that with each reductio柁StqPihe value diminishes．Especially  
′′・∴川川√・ヾ什刷（／√、血晶／／〃「／ごJ－・／／りノ／バ／ゆ仙ノヱ、′／／／什．イ／高畠．ヾんJヾ‘汀／「一．／∫／川JJ／／小J川∫．♪  
q／．11atuフttls7im．i．e．，the naturalsum of w and the value of the reduced del・ivation  
is not over the value of the glVenderivation．  
The correlation of ordinalnuml）erS With del・ivationsandtheproofof theabove  
facts willl〕e glVellin6．4．  
6．13．Once tlleSe COnCePtSin 6．11and6．12 havel）een〔leline〔land the stated  
assertions have been proved，then the followingimpol・tantlelnma fo1lows：   
エくイ／′√J．由一川′／′／げh／／んノノ＝イ√・′叩′川／柾、り－J●げ′川√／－イ〃∫√）′／バ′W／川／「川イ／√イ；・′′√ノ  
′加〃〝Jアイβqrg加dβγねα′わ吼 Sゆ♪〃ぶど拍〝gJ加（チタ乙dぶ叩？〝7富gげf加〟βγねαfわプZ gぶナナ→エ  
ア加7£g加ぶ叩‘βタZ才  
∀．巾丁くフつどいう），〃→上’   
is♪JWable（An exact version of FulldamentalLemmain the case of p≧1）．   
Thelemma willbe proved by a transiiniteinduction on the value T Of the  
derivation．   
6．131．Suppose that the value；一is O．Then the assertionis vacuously true，  
because thereis no derivation with value O．  
6．132，Suppose that Tis greater than O．We may assume that the assertion  
has been recognized as true for allderivations whose valueis smaller thanフ■and  
whose endsequentis quanti鮎r－free and closed．Now suppose that an arbitrary  
derivation with the valueフ■is glVen andits endsequentis［［→5・   
6．132．1．Suppose that thegiven derivation contains no TJ－inference 丘gure．  
Then the endsequentitselfisprovable．Hence our assertion holdsclearly・   
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6．132．2．Suppose that the given derivation containsa771inference figure・  
The concept‘critical’wi11be explainedlater（6．37）．Wedistinguish two cases  
according as the glVen derivationis criticalor not・  
6．132．21．Suppose that the derivationis not critical・Then a reduction step  
maybe carried out which reduces tlle derivation toone or twoderivations with a  
quantifier－free closed endsequent and a sma11er value．And fromthe one or two  
endsequents the old endsequentis derivable withoutuseofanyTT－inferencefigures・  
6．132．21l．First we suppose that the del‾ivationis reduced to one derivation  
with the endsequent／I，－すllland the value；■l・Since7■1is slna11er than r，by the  
hypothesis of the trans負niteinduction the assertion holds for the reduced deriva－  
tion．Hence the sequent∀．u（x＜7・l⊃ど（x）），／／1→lllis provable．Hence the sequent  
∀J：（∬＜フつど（x）），］Il→1Tlis provable・But frorn the sequent／［1→11，the sequent  
／／→ユーis derivable without use of any U－inference figures．HellCe the sequent  
∀x（．L＜フつど（x）），II－→ごis provable・Thus the assertion holds for tlle given one・  
6．132．212．Next we suppose that the del嶋ivationis reduced to two derivations，  
One With the endsequentIIl→ご1and thevaluerlandtheotherwith theendsequent  
／［2→＝2and the value7・2．Since7・1and；・3are Sma11er thanフー，by the hypothesis of  
thetrans負niteinduction theassertion holds for the reduced derivations．Hence both  
SequentS  
∀．巾＜フ・1⊃ど（．′J）），／／1→ご1alld ∀．申′＜フ・2⊃と）（．り㌔〃㌣→上’2  
al・e Pl－0Vable．Hence the sequents  
∀∬（∬＜7つど（こ棚，〃ユ→ご1and ∀．恒＜フつど（．相，佑→ご3  
al・e PrOVable．But from the sequents／／1→ユ’1and［／慧→上1。the sequent／／→Jis der  
rival〕1ewithoht use of any TT－inference ngul－eS．Hence∀Lr（．ガ＜；つど（．1＝）），］／－＞ユIis  
PrOVable．Thus the assertion holds for the glVen derivation．  
6．132．22．Suppose that the given derivationis critical．Then the丘rst critical  
reduction step may be cal－ried out．And，ifitis notin that case，there occursin  
the succedent of the endsequent a formulaど（S）such that sisless than；・，Or the  
SeCOnd criticalreduction step may be cal・ried out．  
6．132．221．Suppose that the丘rst criticalreduction stepis carl・ied out．Then  
itreducestheglVenderivation to two del■ivationswith a quantifier－free closed end－  
Sequent and a smaller value．And from two newly resulting endsequents the old  
Oneis derivable without use of any Trinference短ures．Hence．asin6．132．212，  
itis pl－0Ved that the assel’tion holds fol－the given derivatio11．   
6・132・222・Suppose that we cannot ca17y Out theiirst criticalreduction step．  
Then，in the succedentof the endsequent of the glVenderivation，thereoccursa  
formulaど（S）such that the second criticalreduction step may be carried outifs   
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is notless than；・・   
6・132・222・1・Suppose thatsisless than；J■ Then the sequent →S＜；■is prov－  
able・Hence the sequent∀．恒＜；つど（x））→ど（S）is provable．Hencein this case  
We Shallobtain the conclusion without use of the hypothesis of the transnnite  
induction．  
6・132・222・2・Suppose that sis notless than；・．Then the second criticall・educ－  
tion stepis carl‾ied out．It reduces the glVen derivation to a derivation with an  
endsequen亡1［，iヨ＜t→ど（j3），rand asma11el・Value；■1，Wheres＝tis true，′∋isan ar－  
bitraryordinalnumberandフ・，i（u≦r．Letど（tl），・・・，ど（iJbe the negative subformulas  
Of theformどin［［→5．By using the facts that7■1＃w≦i・and thats＝tis true，We  
may choose asI3an ordinalnumberthat satis鮎s the conditions：′；＜tis true；all  
the formulasβ＝tl，，∋＝t皇，…，．3＝tシare false；／ヨ＜フ′1is false．Bythe hypothesis of the  
trans負niteinductiontheassertionholdsforthereducedderivation．Hencethesequent  
∀．｝・（∬く7ノ1⊃どい羽，／／，∫∋くど→ど（動ご  
is provable．  
We recallthat the sequent］／，／∋くt→ユ’isquanti丘er－freeandthatど（tl），・・・，ど（′ゝ）  
are the negative subformulas of the formどin the sequent．Hence by applying  
Proposition3（5．1）to the pr・oVable sequent  
∀L叶ど＜フ・l⊃ど（∬）），J／，′う＜g→上’，ど（ノヨ）   
We Shallobtain the fact that the sequent  
∀こ巾＜フ・ユ⊃ど（こ瑚，ブナ，β＜∠→ご，ノラ＜フ′1V′う＝glV…∨ノヨ＝ん  
is provable・On the otherhand，from thedefinition ofβ，it follows thatthe follow－  
1ng SequentS  
→∫∋＜∠ and／ヨ＜フ・1V∫∋＝／1＞‥・－、、ノノラ＝才レ→  
are provable，Hence the sequent  
∀∬（∬＜ト⊃ど（∬）），〟→ご   
is provable．Thus the assertion holds for thegiven derivation．  
This completes the proof of the exact version of FundamentalLemmain the  
CaSeOfβ≧1．  
6．14．Between p－derivations and their values we have the following relation・  
Ship：TVie value qfp－deriuationisless than（L）。ナ2（p≧1）．Theproofis givenin6．5．  
6．2．For convenience of the discussion that follows，the formalism definedin  
l．1in§1wi11be modi丘ed：We now admit furtherinference figures‘substitutio  
qfielⅥ3S’，aSin3．20f Gentzen［4］，aCCOrding to the fo1lowing schemata：   
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軌  ／’1，ダ（S），J’2→抄  Jl・→軌，   
リー－ 
／・．、／・、木／・ご∴け ／・二軋／†、（／、・、付：！  
where s and t are termswithout free variables and designate the same ordinal  
nuInbel・．  
6．3．Dejinition qrthe reduction sl坤S for derivations．  
6．30．Suppose that a derivationis given whichcontainsat TJ，inferencefigure  
and tllatits endsequentis a quantifier－free and closed sequent／［→ご．  
The definition of areduction stepwi11，inessence，betaken overfrom Gentzen  
［4］，§3．Let us therefore丘rst examine the essentialdiffel－enCeS betweenourpresent  
COnCept Of a derivation andits counterpartin［4］：  
The endsequent now may be an arbitrary quantinel－・fl‘ee closedsequent；in［4］  
it has the specialfol・m．The basic equality sequentis restricted for formula of  
the formど；in［4］itis adm主tted for arbitrary formula．Theinference丘gures for  
introductionof⊃inantecedentorin succedent are now admitted．The Cr－inference  
figuresare now modi丘ed to have two upper sequents．Finally the 二Ⅳ－inference  
毎uresareintroduced but the T71upper sequents are omitted．  
6．31．The reduction step begins with the jirstbれ妙aratory s坤asin3．320f  
［4］：the replacement of Lredundant’free variables byl．  
The‘ending’of the glVen derivationis de丘ned somewhatdifEerently from3．32  
Of［4〕，aS fo1lows：  
The endinglnCludes allthose derivationalsequents which are encounteredif  
Wetl－aCeeaChindividualpath from theendsequent upwards and stop as soon as we  
reach theline ofinference of a♪redicate，（才or771i吋セrencejigure．  
The ending can therefore contain not onlystructuralinferencefiguresandsub－  
Stitutionsoftermsbutalsopropositionalinference丘gures and，after the preparatory  
SteP，nOfreevariables．Theuppermostsequentsoftheending maybelowersequents  
Ofpredicate，C／orT71inference丘guresaswellasbasicsequentsof any one of these  
thl・ee kinds．   
Asin［4］，We add to the preparatory step an additionalstep：the replacement  
Of allte乃乃S OCCuni7材in the endingby the ordinalnumbers of their values．After  
theadditionalstep，basic equalib，SequentS nOlonger occurin the ending．   
6・32・If an uppermost sequent of the endingis thelower sequentofaGr・  
inference丘gure，then aU－reductioniscarried out．We may adapt the definition  
OfCUlreductionin［4］withminorchangewhichiscausedbythedifferenceinforms  
between theschemaforC］－inference短uresinl．14and thatin［4］．   
Let us consider such a CT－inference丘gure．It has a form  
／－→軌ダ（0）αく叫ダ（如，J「→軌ダ（α十1）   
■■           一一▲－                     一一■一・■－      ＿  
才＜叫／1→軌ダ（才）   
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where tis an oYdinalnumber．It can be decided whether t＜wis true or not．If  
t＜wis not true，We Simply from  
jく（9二 ．¶¶．M  thinnlngSand possibly several  
．▲▲  
and the rest of the given derivationis then added unchanged below the sequellt  
才＜叫ノ「一十軌ダ（g）．   
Ift＜（りis true，tis O ol・a naturalnumber2l・If tisO，We rCplace the GI－  
inferencefigure by a thinning  
J’－ナβ，ダ（0）  
J＜（d，r→軌ダ（′）   
and omit the derivationalpart standing above the right upper sequent of the Cr  
inference丘gure．If tis a naturalnumber n，We rePlace the GrLinferencefigure by  
the fol10Wlng diagram  
J’→付，ダ（0）♪1（0），／’→軌ダ（タヱ）   
， 
ノ’－→軌F（柁）  
才＜叫ノ’→㊥，ダ（り’   
Where we write the derivationalsection standiI唱above theleft upper sequent of  
the GI－inference 負gure above the sequentIl→0，F（O）and we write the diagram  
Statedin3．330f［4］，abOVe the sequent F（0），／1→0，F（n）．From the sequenti＜（，），  
Il→＠，F（t）downwards，the restis丘nally continuedby adjoining theunchanged re－  
mainder of the old derivation．  
6．33．If the endingincludes a quanti丘er－free cut，then a quantLRerj17？e Cut  
reduciionis carried out．  
Let us therefore consider such aninference点gure．We may consider that the  
derivationlookslike this：  
r→∂，β β，」一斗ノ1   
Jl，』→軌ノイ  The quanti丘er－free cut  
II→ご The endsequent．  
The reduction step consists of the transformation of the derivationinto the  
two derivations：   
One ofthemisobtained from the followingdiagram：   
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r→＠，D possibly severalthinnlngS  
r，J→D，0，．j andinterchanges  
］［→D，llThe endsequent．  
Itis obtained from thegiven derivation丘rstbyomittingthesectionstandingabove  
the right upper sequent of the quanti丘er－free cut，neXt by replaclng the cut by  
POSSibly severalthinningsandinterchangesand缶na11y byinserting the formula D  
as the缶rst succedent formulainto every sequent below the sequent  
r，」→β，β，」．  
The other of themis obtainedfrom thediagram：  
D，」→．J  possibly severalthinnings  
r，」，D→0，．J andinterchanges  
／／，D→11The endsequent．  
Since the cut formula Dis quanti丘er・－free and closed，both new endsequents  
J］→D，11andI／，D→ユ1are quantiner－free and closed．From these two，the ol－1glnal  
endsequent］［→1Tis derivable only by uslng StruCturalinference丘gures．  
6．34．If the endinglnCludes a propositionalinference 丘gure and does notin－  
Clude a quanti丘er－free cut，then apr坤OSiiionalreductionis carried out．  
Let us consider one of thelovermost those propositionalinference丘gures．  
When theinference貢gure has two upper sequents，the reduction step consists  
Of the transformation of the derivationintothetwoderivations，Whichare obtained  
by the same way asin6．33．Otherwise，the reduction step consists of the trans・  
formation of the derivationinto one derivation．Since the reductions are similar  
We Shallonly dealwith the case when the propositionalinference負gureis anin－  
troduction of∧in antecedent．Suppose that our derivationlookslike this：   
A，r→∂  
A∧β，r→㊥  
rT二 The propositionalinference丘gure   
／J→ご Theendsequent．   
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Then the transformationis to construct a del・ivation of the fol・1n：  
A，r→O possiblys9Veralinterchanges  
A∧B，r，A→O andthinnlngS  
］［，A－ナ1T The endsequent，  
Itis obtained from the derivation firstby replacing thepropositionalinference  
負gureby a thinnlng and possibly severalinterchanges and next bylnSerting the  
formula A as thelast antecedent formulain each sequentbelowthesequent A＜B，  
r，A→＠．Since thegiven derivation consists of prenex formulas，the subformula  
A of A∧Bis quantifier－free．Hence the sequent／T，A→ごis quanti鮎r－free and  
closed．In the ending of the glVen derivation，the propositionalinference短ure  
concernedis one of thelowermost ones and no quantiaer－free cuts occur．Hence  
there occurs a formulaA∧Bin the antecedent of the endsequent，One Of whose  
ancestorsis theprincipalformula of theinferencefigures．Thereforefromthenew  
endsequent the originalendsequentis derivable only by using anintroduction of  
＜in antecedent，a COntraCtion and possibly severalinterchanges．  
6．35．If the endingis nowhere bounded above by a GJ－inference figul’e andit  
COntains neither quanti丘er－free cuts nor propositionalinference figures，then the  
actualreduction stepis preceded by a secondか′砂arator37Stqi，aSin3．340f［軋  
Now the ending can contain onlystructuralinference缶gures（exceptquantifiel‾一  
free cuts）and substitutions of terms．Hence the concepts‘clustered’and‘clusterげ  
jb門nulds’are de丘nedin the same way asin［4］．  
The second preparatory stepis carried out precisely asin3．340f［4］；for the  
elindnation qrthinni均芦thereis nothing to do except those statedin［4］．For the  
elimination げthe basicl曙icalsequents，aS Statedin［4］，itisimportant that the  
derivation concerned does not consist of basiclogicalsequents and thinnings only；  
this requirementisalso met，Since the derivation containsatleastone77－inference  
負gure（Cf．6．11and6．30）．  
For the ending the followlng therefore holds：theinference 丘gures whichit  
COntains are‘substitutionsofterms’andstructuralinference丘guresexceptquantiner  
free cuts，With thinnings at mostimmediately above the endsequent．It contains  
no free variables．Its uppermostsequents are basic mathelnaticalsequents orlower  
SequentS Of predicateinference丘gures or771inference丘gures．  
6．36．If the second preparatory step producesin the ending a‘cluster qfjbr－  
mulas suitablejbrthe句妙IicationげaP柁dicE7te7管duction’－i．e．，aClusteroffol－mulas   
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Which possesses an associated cut and whose right andleftsides contain atleast  
One formula whichis the principalformula of a predicateinferencefigureandcon・  
tains atleast two quanti負ers－then a♪redicate reductionis carried out asin3．35  
0f［4］．Our concept‘cluster of formulas suitable for the application of a predicate  
reduction’is different from thatin［4］．The difFerenceis caused by the difference  
Uf the de丘nition of the‘1evel’of aderivationalsequent．The definition of‘level’is  
now glVen aS follows：  
By theleuelof a derivationalsequent we mean themaximum of twonumbers  
シー1and O whereレis thegreatest numberof quantinersof any formulaoccurrlng  
in or below the sequent concerned．  
6．37．We shallnow examine the question of what a derivationlookslike to  
Which noneof thedescribed reductionsis applicable．In this case，We Shallcallthe  
derivation‘critical’and shallstate‘criticalreduction stqt）S’forit．  
We reca11that our derivation contains atleast one771inferencefigure．We  
now adapt the proof from3．360f［4］，in such a way that the TJ－inference丘gures  
（instead of771upper sequents）aregiven equalstatus with the predicateinference  
丘gures．（The formula designated byど（t）in the schema of771inferencefigureis  
Called the‘principalformula’．）Then，frorn the adapted considerations，We Can See  
that one of the following cases arises for the derivation：There exists a cluster qf  
jbrmulas which possesses an associated cut and whose cut formula contains only  
One quantiBer and whose both right andleft sides contain atleast one formula  
Whichis the principalformula of a predicateinference 丘gure；Or there exists a  
SuCCedentfbnnulaof theendsequentwhichbelongs to the same cluster of formulas  
as the principalformula of one of the77－inference丘gures．  
6．38．If there existsin the ending a cluster of formulas which possesses an  
associated cut and whose cutformula containsonly onequanti丘er and whose right  
andleft sides containatleast oneprincIPalformulaof a predicateinference丘gure，  
then the‘jint critical柁duction st密’is carried out．  
Let us therefore select such a cluster of formulas and from each ofits sides  
One upPermOSt formula of the kind mentioned．We shalldealwith the casein  
which the outermostlogicalsymbolof the cluster formulasin a ∀，Since the re－  
duction for the casein which the outermostloglCalsymbolis a ヨ proceeds com－  
Pletely symmetrically to the case∀．The derivation thereforelookslike this：   





The two predicate  
inference figures  
為（g），r2→∂2  
∀乱㌔（れr2→付2  
The cut associated  
with the clustel一  
∀∬F（可，』→ノ√J  
ノ1，』→付，．′l  
］／→5 The endsequent．  
In the above diagram the formulas VxFl（x），∀凱㌔（1｝）and∀xF（x）allbelong to the  
cluster．The reduction step consists now of the transformation of the derivation  
into two derivations．Oneofthernisoftheformindicatedbythefollowing diagram：  
（g）   
thinning and possibly flブタ1，Fl（t）  
＿．∩＿。 SeVeralinterchangesand171・→F（t），F）．，∀：ふFl（ユ：）   
Subst：itutions of terms  
ダ2け），J’2→仇  
∀．1，凡（元来二彿  
Jl→ダ（オ），軌∀£F（∬）  ∀ぷダ（∬），J→ノJ  Cut  
ノ「，」→ダ（ど），軌ノ1  
II→F（t），E The endsequent．   
The otheris of the formindicated by the following diagram：  
（α）  
J「1一十軌，ダ1（α）  釣（れr2→∂2  thinning and possibly  
SeVeralinterchanges and  
Substitutions of terms  
J「1→軌，Ⅴ∬凡（∬）   ∀∬為（幻，r2，ダ（f）→∂2   
J「→軌∀鼠F（∬）  ∀且F（幻，」，F（オ）→  
r，』，ダ（オ）→軌」  
1I，F（t）L・－＞＝ The endsequent．  
The formeris obtained from the givenderivationfirstbysubstitutingtheterm  
t for each occurrence of the free variable ain the section of the derivation stand－   
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1ng abovethelowersequent of theintroduc亡ion of∀insuccedent，neXt by replac－  
ing the predicateinference丘gure by a thinning and possiblyseveralinterchanges  
and substitutions of terms，and fina11yinserting the formula F（t）as the丘rst suc－  
Cedent formulainto every sequent below the sequentIll→F（t），Ol，∀xFl（∬）．Since  
tis a closed term and the forrnula F（t）is quant泊er－free，the new endsequentis  
also quanti王ier－free and closed．  
Thelatteris obtained by the simi1ar treatment．  
6．39．If there exists a formulain the succedent of the endsequent which be－  
longs to the same cluster of formulas as the principalformula of one of the U・  
inference丘gures，then the second criticall・eduction step may be carried out．   
If thel・e are SeVel・althose formulas，We Shallagree to choose that TFlinference  
Eigure with the above property which stands furthest to the right．Suppose that  
its principalforInulaisど（t）and the derivationlookslike this：  
、小  
α＜オ，／1・→軌ど（α）  
－ The Trinference丘gure  
／－－→軌ど（才）  
］［－＋ご The endsequent．  
We now de負ne the‘second criticall竹ductionstゆ’：   
We丘rst specify an arbitrary ordinalnumber and designateit byβ．The re－  
duction step consists of the transformationof thederivationintotheformindicated  
by the followlng diagram：  
／∋＜t，，ど（／∋） thimingsand，。SSibly  
了市椰iう SeVeralinterchanges  
II，β＜t→ど（β），ご The endsequent．  
Itis obtained from the glVen derivation丘rst by substitutlng theordinalnumberβ  
for each occurrence of the free variable ain the section standing above thelower  
Sequent Of the T［－inference貢gure，neXt by replacing the7rinference負gure by a  
thinning and possiblv severalinterchanges，and丘nally byinserting the formula  
，∋＜t as thelast antecedent formulaandど（β）as thefirst succedent formulainto  
every sequent below the sequent  
r，β＜トヰど（ノヨ），軌ど（才）．   
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This completes the de丘nition of the reduction steps．  
6．4．The correlation do77iinalnumberswith derivations and theproofs of the  
two facts that with eachreduction stepthe valueof the derivation diminishes and  
that with the second criticalreduction step the value diminishes atleast by（uin  
the sense of naturalsum．   
6．41．We can adapt the correlation of ol－dinalnumbeI・S With del・iva亡ions with  
minor three modifications：   
If theinference短ure has two upper sequents andis notCJ，then the ol－dinal  
number of theline ofinferenceis de丘ned to be the naturalsum of the ordinal  
numbers of the two upper sequents．   
If theinference点gureis aGI，then the ordinalnumberofthelineofinference  
is de丘ned to be the naturalsum of the ordinalnumber of theleft upper sequent  
and wα1Vil，Where（りα1＋・・・is the ordinalnumber’Of the right upper sequent．   
If theinference点gureis a Tr，then the ordinalnumberofthelineofinference  
isde丘nedtobethenaturalsum of aland the ordinalnumber of the upper sequent．  
6．42．Then we may also verify thatin each reduction step the value of the  
derivation diminishes．   
In the‘負rst preparatory step7the value of the derivation remains unchanged．  
For the C71reduction，the value of the derivation diminishes asin［4］．  
For the quanti丘er－free cut reduction，the value of the derivation diminishes．  
Since the cut formulaDis quanti丘er－free，by the replacementof the cutby thinn－  
1ngS andinterchanges thelevelof a whole collection of sequents does not change．  
Moreover the derivationalsections standing above the sequentll→＠，D（OrD，A→A）  
in thefirst（OrSeCOnd）reduced derivation havethe corresp〇ndentinthe old deriva－  
tion．Hence the sequent r→＠，D（Or D，A→．1）in the reduced derivation and the  
COrreSpOnding upper sequent of the cut receives the same ordinalnumber．And a  
decreasein the ordinalnumber・reSults fromthereplacement of the naturalsum of  
twonumbersbyonly one of these two numbers．But，Since no C71inference丘gures  
OCCurS below the sequent，the decreaseis preservedin thecalculationof the ordinal  
number further down to the endsequent．Thus the value of each reduced deriva－  
tionis smaller than that of the glVen derivation．  
For the propositionalreduction，the value of the derivation diminishes．This  
CaSeis dealtwith asin the case of quanti丘er－free cut reduction．By the replace－  
ment of a propositionalinference免gure by a thinnlng and possibly severalinter－  
Changes thelevelof a whole collection ofsequents does notchange．A decreasein  
the or・dinalnumber results from the replacement，and the decreaseis preservedin  
the calculation of the ordinalnumber further down to the endsequent． Thus the  
value of the derivation diminishes．   
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For the second prepal－atOry SteP，aS PrOVedin［4］，We CanVerify that this pl・e－  
paI－ator’y Step CannOt CauSe anincreasein［he ordinalnurnber．  
For the predicate reduction we mus亡demonstr・ate a decrease of the valしIe．Oul・  
definition of‘1evel’isdi仔erent from thatin［4］．Buヒin thiscase the principalfor－  
mula of the selected predicateinference触ure contains atleasttwoquantifiersand  
WeCallStillprovetheexistence of thele乙，elli）W，and亡he pl・00f of a decrease（〕f the  
Ol－dinall－umberis carried outin the same way asin［4］．  
We now come to the丘rst cl・iticall－eduction．In the derivation the only pred－  
icateinference ngul－e has disappeared and been replacedl〕y StrしICturalinference  
丘gures．This replacement has noin月．uence on thelevelof a whole derivational  
SequentS and on the ordinalnumber of the sequent corl・eSpOnding to the upper se－  
quent of the predicateinference 丘gul－e．At this point a decreasein the ordinal  
number has therefore takenplacewhichispreser・Veddowntotheendsequent．Hence  
a decrease of the valueis proved．  
6．43．Finally we shallexamine the second criticalreduction．In this case we  
lnuSt prOVe nOt Only the fact that the value r10f the reducedderivationissmaller  
than the value7■Of the derivation but also the fact that7■1＃w≦r・In the derivation  
the符inference 丘gureh as replaced by someinterchanges．Clearly this replace－  
ment has noinfluence on thelevelof a whole derivationalsequents．Hence the  
Sequentj；＜t，r→0，ど（Jヨ）receives the same ordinalnumber（designatedby（r）asthe  
Sequenta＜t，r→0，ど（a）．Thentheplaceof thelowersequent of TJlinferencefigure  
With the ordinalnumberα♯wistakenbyaderivationalsectionwhoselowestsequent  
is the sequent17，J9＜t→C（j3），0，ど（t）correlated with the ordinalnumber rr．The  
decreaseis preserved oris progressed as wepassdowntotheendsequent．（Ifthere  
occursacut below the Trinference丘gure and the differenceinlevelsbetween the  
lower and the upper sequentis greater than O，then and only then the decrease  
Of the ordinalnumberis progressed．）Thus we can conclude that rl＃w≦？■．Hence  
we have proved that with the secand critical reduction step the value diminishes 
atleast by（りin the sense of naturalsum．  
6．5．Conclusion．Now the exact version of FundamentalLemmain the case  
Of p≧1，Statedin6・13，follows‥  
Suppose thata p－derivationisgiven andthatitsendsequentisaquanti丘er－free  
and closed sequentIT→＝，Then the sequent∀x（x＜；つど（x）），1I→5is provable for  
the value7′Of thep－derivation・  
Between p・derivationsandtheirvalueswe have thefollowingrelationship：  
The value of p－derivationisless than w。＋2forp≧1・  
Thisis easily seen from the de丘nition of the correlation of ordinalnumbers  
and thefact that thelevelofeverysequentin a p－derivationis at most p－1・   
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§7．A direct proof of脱ints’result．  
7．0．Inthissectionweshallstate a direct proof of Mints’result by uslng Our  
IⅥethod．  
The quantifiercomPlexi＆of a formula，deIined by Mints［7］，is the maximum  
number of quantiher alternationsin the chains of mutually regulating occurrences  




7．01．We shallintroduce an auxiliary concept．  
A formula Ais called a normaljbnludt7ifit satis！ies the followlng COnditions  
（i）and（ii）：   
（i）If∀xF（x）orヨxF（x）is a subformula（Of A）with quantifier complexity  
O，then the formula F（a）is quanti丘er－free．   
（ii）If∀xF（x）orヨxFtx）is a subformula（Of A）with quanti丘er complexity  
L）＋1，then the formula Fてa）is of quanti缶er complexityリ．  
Then the followlng PrOperties are easily proved：   
（l）Every formulahas an equivalent normalformula with thesamequanti丘er  
COmPlexity．   
（2）Every subformula of a normalformulais normal．  
The proof of property（1）is carried out bya mathematicalinduction on the  
number of quantiaersin the glVen formula．  
7．1．In the arguments statedin§2and§4，We read‘quantぴerco7Wlexiiy at  
mostレ’and‘nmnaljbrmuld for‘at most pquanti丘ers’and‘prenexformula’re－  
spectively，and we can easily see that both Propositionland Proposition2hold・  
Hence，in order to prove Mints’result，it su魚ces to prove  
TIiEOREM2．エgf（rわβα花∂才成乃αJ乃祝クク加れ 〝才加押紙gざfざαいdβγねα才わ乃好〃i♂  
ざβ曾〟βプ8才  →ど（α），才如才£α才ぶJ錯ぶ班αアZ町÷8．   
Intheabove，iJ－deriuationis，in this case，a derivationconsisting of normalfor－   
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mulas with quanti鮎r complexity at mostン．  
On the other hand，Theorem2can beinferred（asin4．3）from  
FuNDAMENTAL LEMMA．Let／］－＞llbe a quantLfiel・二斤ee and（、losed seqlie｝lt・U  
′加プ′β♂∬Z5ねαい〟の加αgわプZ扉■摘β鋸準躍如／／→ご，班g乃～如ざ叩7招ZJ  
∀・小く7つど（∬））ノ／→ご   
軒卸肌助り加∽冊Ⅷ祓w＝棚減汀 －／どざS抽〃る叫：i．  
Hence，for our pul・pose，it su疏ces to pl・0Ve thelemma・Inthecaseof thcpl膿00f  
we need not consider the classification of cases such thatシ＝00rン≧1．The proof  
Of thelemmais carried out by simiiar procedure as that of FundamentalLemma  
il＝he case of p≧1（Cf．§6）．  
7．2．The proof of thelemma consists uf four stages．The only deriuat  
COnSideredin the fo1lowlng are those which consistsof normalformulas andin  
Which allbasiclogicalsequentsare quantiner－free．  
7．21．We de丘ne‘reduction stqt）S’for arbitrary derivations of quanti丘er－free  
CIosed sequent which containsatleast one TJ－inference figure．The reduction steps  
are those de丘nedin6．3and a new kind of reduction steps．  
The C7－reduction stqp（6．32）is nowcarried out when thereis a Gr－inference  
丘gul・e With closedか′incit・aljbr7nula（l．14）in the entirederivation・（Itisnotneces－  
Sary that thelower sequent of the C／－inferenceiigure belongs to the ending・）  
ThePrqi）OSitionalreduction（6．34）iscarriedoutonlywhen theending■includes  
a propositionalinference缶gurewithquaniifierhePrinciPalfbmtula but does not  
includeacutwithquattfierhecutjbrmuli．  
7．210．In order tode丘ne the newkindof reductionsteps，Webeginbymodify－  
ingtheconcepts‘predecessor，and‘ancestor，de負nedin4・213・1・Inthe‘substitutions  
ofterms，（6．2），theformulaFts）intheuppersequentis a predecessorofthefor－  
mulaF（t）inthelowersequent，andeveryformulaofr，，I12，etC・，OCCurringinthe  
upper sequentis a predecessor of one occurrlngin the sameplaceinthelower  
Sequent（as usual）．  
Now the ancestors of a formulatherefore need not be entirelyidentical，but  
may differ formallyin thevalues of their terms・  
7．211．Thenewkindqfreductio72St密Sisnecessary，becausetheformulasin  
theglVenderivationarenotalwaysinprenexforlnSinthiscase・Itiscarriedout  
whenthegivenderivationsatis丘esthefollowingconditions（i）and（ii）：   
（i）ThereoccursnoCrinference丘gurewithclosedprincipalformula・   
（ii）Thereoccursacutintheendingwhosecut formulahasapropositional  
connectiveasitsoutermostlogicalsymbolandcontainsatleastonequanti氏er・   
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Let usconsider such acutin（ii）．Since the othercases are similar we shall  
only dealwiththe case when theou［ermostlogicalsymbolis＾・Suppose that oul’  
derivationlookslike this：  
／’→仇A＞β AVβ，」→．J  
The cut concerned  
ノ’，」→付，．J  
〃→ユ’．   
Then the transformationis to construct a derivation of the form：  
11→0，A A，B，」→／l The丘rst  
ノ1β，」→軌／1  11eWCut  
B，［，」→・6），－1The second  




In the above diagram，above theleft upper sequentIl→6），A of the丘rst new  
cutandabovetheleftuppersequentr→0，Bof thesecond new cut we write those  
obtainedwithslightmodi丘cationsfromthederivationalsection（Of thegiven deriva－  
tion）standing above theleft upper sequentll－－＞6），A∧B of the cutconcerned；and  
abovethe rightupper sequentA，B，A→A of the丘rstnew cut wewrite a modi丘ca－  
tion of thatstanding above the right upper sequent A＜B，A→A of the cut con－  
Cerned．Except the derivationalsection standing above the sequentll，A→6），A，  
everything・elseisleft exactly asitwasin the given derivation・   
For example，the derivationalsection standing above the sequent r・，・・・＞＠，Ais  
de点ned as follows：   
In the derivationalsection standing above the sequent r→0，A∧B，We丘rst  
replace allancestors of theleft cut formula A∧B by theirfirst conjuncts respec－  
tively．Next，if an uppermostanCeStOr Of the cut formulais a princIPalformula  
Of anintroduction of∧in succedent，then we omit the section standing above the  
right upper sequent of theinference丘gure．   
In the given derivation，the endingcontains no freevariable（bythe丘rst pre－  
ParatOry SteP），and every ancestor of theleft cut formulais closed．Hence，by（i），  
each ancestor of the cut formulais not a principalformulaof GT Moreover each   
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ancestor contains aquanti6er．Hence each uppermost ancestoris either a thinning  
formula or a prlnCipalformula of anintroduction of∧in succeden亡．This ensures  
that by the treatments stated before the correctness of allbasic sequents andin・  
ference丘guresis preserved．   
7，22．We de丘ne the‘ualue70f the derivation（6．12，6．4）．The correlation of  
Ordinalnumberswith derivations are definedin the same way asin6，4with the  
fo1lowing rnodi丘cations（i），（ii）and（iii）：   
（i）If theinference丘gureisaU，then the ordinalnumber of thelineofthe  
inferenceis（㌦1rl＋・・・＋㌦い1，Where（u（Il＋・・・＋（りqpis the naturalsum of the ordinal  
number of thel‘ight uppersequent and theleft upper sequent・   
（ii）Iftheinference丘gureisacut，then the ordinalnumb巳r Of theline of  
theinferenceis the natul・alsum of2ンα／sand2レL∋／s，Whereリisthe nulnber of  
occurrencesof propositionalconnectivesnotincludedin the scope of quantinersin  
thecutformula，andαandJ∋aretheordinalnumbers of the upper sequents・   
（iii）Thelevelofaderivationalsequentisde丘ned nowto be themaximum of  
quantinercomplexitiesofallformulasoccurringin orbelowthesequentconcerned・  
Themodi氏cationsof de丘nitiononthecorrelation of ordinalnumbers are caused  
by the following facts：The Gr・reductioniscarried out whenever there occurs a  
CJwith closed principalformulain theentire derivation；a neWkind of reduction  
StePSisintroduced．   
Thenitis proved thatwitheachreductionstepthevaluediminishes・Especially  
with the second criticalreduction step thevalue diminishesatleast（′）in the sense  
of naturalsum．   
7．23．Asin6．13by using a trans丘niteinduction on the value of the deriva－  
tion，We Can prOVe an eXaCt VerSion ofFundamentalLemrna：  
′．ビ／わβ．函W＝／′Jげ加〃刷√．〆〟研削／た／iげ｛′√JrJ〝′ム・い／√ノゴビ〔／∫叩化リ～／・Lだ／；′加／か  
〃αJz‘βげ拍βdβγわαオわ乱 S明坤0苫β才加古如βタZdぶ印〟β花子まぶJ7→エ m♂乃〟zβざ♂¢2Jβプ富才  
∀こ恒＜7つど（∬）），〃－－ご   
ゴs♪γ0〃α∂ね．  
7．24．The estimate of the value ofリーderivationis easily obtained：  
m♂〃αgZ‘βげリーdeγわα才わ7Z言ざJβSざ拍α乃（れ－．3′わγα〃ン≧0．  
7．25．Conclusion．From the estimate（7．24）and the exact version of Funda－  
mentalLemma（7．23），WeCan Obtain FundamentalLernmain7・1，andconsequently  
Mints’result．   
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